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1 Year Warranty Limited Warranty From AstroAI

Each AstroAI Two-piece Windshield Sun Shade will be free from defects 
in material and workmanship. This warranty does not cover damage from 
neglect, misuse, contamination, alteration, accident, or abnormal 
conditions of operation or handling. This warranty covers the original 
purchaser only and is not transferable.

AstroAI continually strives to provide our customers with excellent  
products and customer service. Get to know us more at www.astroai.com.

Material
Titanium Silver

Reinforced Shaped Steel Ring

Certification UPF50+,TAV<5%

Reinforced steel ring, is not easy to break.
Two-piece design for better fit for any windshield.

Titanium silver fabric is better and shading and less prone to wrinkling.
Includes a storage bag for more convenient storage.
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Thank you for purchasing the Two-piece Windshield Sun Shade from 
AstroAI. This product is designed to block the sun when parked, to keep 
the inside of your vehicle cool when it is hot outside. This manual provides 
all safety information, operation instruction, specifications, and 
maintenance for the Sun Shade. Our Sun Shade protects you from 
sunlight and harmful UV radiation, and can keep your car seats steering 
wheel cool. Thank you again for choosing AstroAI, if you have any 
questions or concerns regarding your product, please contact us at 
support@astroai.com.

Safety Information

Diagram

Specifications

When folding the sunshade, be careful not to damage the internal 
skeleton of the shade.
Do not expose to open fire.
Avoid direct contact with sharp objects.
Do not attempt to disassemble this product.
Do not remove from windows violently.
Do not roll down the window when using the sun shade.
This product is not edible.
Please keep this product dry and clean to avoid affecting the static stick.
Do not let children play with the window shade.
If the steel ring breaks, please avoid using to avoid scratching the car.
Carefully open the shade away from your face to avoid any potential 
injury when the shade expands.
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Align the two steel rings one on top of the other and 
keep the frame flat.
Place your hands on both ends of the shades, palms 
facing down.

Bring your palms together to arch the shade.

Turn your palms up and the shade will begin to fold 
in on itself.

Fold the ends one on top of the other.

Finish folding the shade into a small circular fold 
and place in storage bag.

Size

Storage Size S M L:
11in×12.2in

Expanded Size
S:23.2in×29.1in
M:28in×30.7in
L:32.7in×36.2in

Remove the product from its packaging and slowly unfold it.
Align the Sun Shade (the silver side facing outwards) with the 
windshield from inside the vehicle.Put the flat edgedownwards and the
the curved edge upwards. Make sure the shorter edges are towards the 
rearview mirror.
Put one on the windshield, then lower your vehicle’s sun visor to secure 
it in place. Repeat the steps for the other piece to finish the installation.
Finish the corner fabric to cover the windshield better.

Not Keeping Cool

Deformation

Stitching becoming undone

Sizing Incorrect

Check to ensure the silver side 
faces outwards and black side 
inwards.

Do not crush the product when 
folding.

Contact AstroAI Customer Support 
for help.

Contact AstroAI Customer Support 
for help.
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